Memorandum submitted by the Northern Ireland Human
Rights Commission
Identity Documents Bill
The Commission has developed a body of work on the National Identity
Register and identity card schemes set out in the Identity Cards Act 2006
and UK Borders Act 2007.1 In addition to concerns that the schemes would
unduly infringe the right to privacy, the Commission’s main concern has been
that the schemes will exacerbate racial discrimination and that their
application in Northern Ireland carried serious risks of differential impacts on
the (British) unionist and (Irish) nationalist communities.
The Commission welcomes the provisions in the Identity Documents Bill to
repeal the Identity Cards Act 2006 and hence the National Identity Register
and the ‘National Identification Card’ for British citizens and ‘Identification
Card’ aimed at Irish and other EEA nationals. The Commission is however
concerned that the Bill does not address the much renamed and rebranded
third ID scheme introduced for most non-EEA nationals under the UK Borders
Act 2007.2
This scheme was marketed as the ‘Foreign National Identity Card’ by the
previous Government. Its retention has been supported by the present
Government on the basis that the documents are a requirement of EU law.3 It
is the case that the UK has voluntarily opted into EU regulations such as
those laying down a uniform format for residence permits for ‘third country’
nationals.4 However, in implementing the measures the Home Office clearly
stated that the: ...[UK Borders Act 2007] provisions go further than the EU
regulation.5
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At the time of the passage of the 2007 Act, the Commission voiced concerns
that the provisions on identity documents effectively meant that “the
Secretary of State will be empowered to make regulations potentially forcing
any non-EEA national to provide unlimited information for unlimited
purposes”. This included purposes that have nothing to do with immigration.6
The previous Joint Committee voiced similar concerns that this part of the
Act “contains extremely open-ended powers capable of being exercised in
ways which interfere with Article 8 rights, but there is very little detail on the
face of the Bill enabling us to assess the likely compatibility of the new
powers with Article 8”, noting that important details were absent, including
“purposes for which such information may be used, which will apparently
include use for purposes which do not relate to immigration, such as access
to state benefits”.7
The Committee therefore may wish to ask Government to explain
which powers, purposes and sanctions under sections 5-15 of UK
Borders Act 2007 and their associated regulations are over and
above the requirements of EU law and assess how such provisions
are ECHR compliant.
The widely shared concerns that the identity card schemes for British and
Irish citizens unduly infringed the right to privacy (ECHR Article 8) equally
apply to the scheme for non-EEA nationals. The scheme for non-EEA
nationals actually went beyond a number of the provisions in the schemes for
British, Irish/other EEA nationals, also engaging Article 14.8
Article 14 is also engaged by the continuation of an identity card scheme for
non-EEA nationals in the absence of those for EEA nationals. This itself may
exacerbate the risks of racial profiling (the form of racial discrimination
involving the use of ethnicity rather than focusing on individual behaviour for
singling out individuals) and more broadly, racial stereotyping and the
development of a culture of suspicion. Employers, law enforcers and public
authorities in particular circumstances will be required, or expected, to
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examine identity cards from persons who are non-EEA nationals but not
those who are EEA nationals. The question is how such persons are going to
be able to tell who is a non-EEA national and who is a British, Irish or other
EEA national. Who should be required or otherwise expected to have and
produce the ‘Foreign National’ identity document and from whom should it be
acceptable to expect no, or another form of, identification? Any practice of
singling out persons visibly perceived as being from a minority ethnic
background is not acceptable in human rights terms, and measures that lead
to any form of racial profiling are likely to constitute unlawful racial
discrimination in contravention of international standards to which the UK is
party.9
In the context of the commencement of the ID scheme for non-EEA nationals
before those of the Identity Cards Act 2006, the preceding Joint Committee
voiced similar concerns in relation to ‘de facto racial profiling’, noting that
even though there was no requirement that such a document be carried:
“…the fact that such a document exists for non-nationals and can be
requested to prove entitlement to services makes it highly likely in our view
that members of black and minority ethnic communities in the UK will be
disproportionately required to prove their immigration status”10.
The Committee may wish to draw the attention of both Houses once
more to the risks of racial profiling if the identity card system
provided for in the 2007 Act is not amended.
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